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Testing for
Pathogens: Methods

Pathogens are in no way new to Interstate Environmental Commission District
waters. These waters were historically a dumping ground for things worse than
sewage, but before there were wastewater treatment plants, the sewage went
straight into the ambient waters. Now many cities in the area have combined
sewer systems; raw sewage only enters the waterways after a rainstorm, rather
than all the time. However, it is still necessary to monitor for pathogens.
In the IEC district, near-shore and
embayment areas other than bathing
beaches have experienced an increase in
recreational use. Unlike public bathing
beaches, many of these areas lack
sufficient monitoring data to assess water
quality. Volunteer monitoring (or citizen
science) efforts have the potential to help
fill these monitoring gaps. Frequently,
citizen science lacks established sampling
protocols and analytical methods, but
excellently designed citizen studies can
also be discredited due to lack of
formalities.
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By partnering with IEC, volunteer monitoring groups gain assistance
surmounting challenges, as IEC can provide a QAPP and training. IEC also
provides analyses in accordance with EPA, NYSDEC and NJDEP regulations:
the lab uses approved methods and analyses for Enterococcus and Fecal
Coliform, so citizens can be aware of how their water fairs using any or all
applicable criteria.

IEC is NELAC certified for
membrane filtration. It was
the primary method used for
this program.

Multiple Tube Technique

2017 volunteers included three groups, each with different goals. The largest was a researcher from NJ city
University, next New York Parks Department, looking at the health of their remediated landfill at Freshkills,
and lastly a citizen on Staten Island, concerned about the welfare of the local beach. IEC provided
standardized, comparable results to all participating groups.
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Newer method, often
favored by citizen science
programs.

The Interstate Environmental Commission (IEC)’s mission is to protect and enhance environmental quality through cooperation, regulation, and
communication between government officials and citizens in the tri-state region. IEC’s citizen science program is intended to facilitate volunteer
monitoring in the tri-state area by providing lab analysis, QAPPs and training to groups interested in pathogen monitoring, but without the resources
to fully create a program on their own. If you are interested in participating in this program or have any questions, please contact Jessica Bonamusa
at jbonamusa@iec-nynjct.org, or by phone at 718-982-3792.

